
Textiles 

Machines, Mechanisms & Makers 
doing  

Knitting, Weaving & Braiding



Announcements
• Wednesday, May 15: HCI Seminar 

• Thursday, May 16: Ilan 

• Read "Shaper" paper

http://www.alecrivers.com/positioncorrectingtools/


Knit Material

Clothes can be knit or woven

Woven Material

Background

Jon Leaf



Which came first, 
knitting or weaving?

http://www.historyofclothing.com/making-clothing/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_clothing_and_textiles_technology

http://www.historyofclothing.com/making-clothing/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_clothing_and_textiles_technology


Timeline: Weaving
• Known since Paleolithic era (early phase of Stone Age, lasting about 2.5 million years)


• Widely known in all great civilizations


• ~5000 BC: Flax weavings found in Fayum, Egypt


• ~2000 BC: Wool replaces flax


• Bible: refers to loom and weaving in many places


• 700 AD: Horizontal and vertical looms found in Asia, Africa & Europe


• Pit-treadle loom (with pedals for operating heddles) appears in Syria, Iran and Islamic parts of East Africa


• Faithful required by Islam to be covered from head to foot, increasing demand for cloth.


• By 1177, loom improved in Moorish Spain with higher, stronger frame, freeing hands to pass the shuttle, and 
operate heddles with feet. Becomes standard in Europe.


• 1733: John Kay invents the flying shuttle, enabling weaving of a wider range of fabrics.


• 1785: First weaving factories appear


• ~1803: Jacquard loom invented. Programmable with punch cards. Enables faster and more complex weaving.

http://www.historyofclothing.com/making-clothing/history-of-weaving/

http://www.historyofclothing.com/making-clothing/history-of-weaving/


Timeline: Knitting
• Between 11th & 14th centuries AD: Oldest known knitted items in Egypt


• 14th century: 


• Spanish Christian royal families employed Muslim knitters. Earliest known knitted 
items in Europe, e.g., cushion covers and gloves.


• Becomes widespread throughout 14th century Europe.


• 16th century: Knitting spreads to Britain.


• 17th-18th centuries: Preoccupies many in the Scottish Isles. Important source of income, 
e.g., entire families employed.


• Sweaters are major items, useful to local fisherman.


• Before industrial revolution, mechanical ideas for faster knitting not widespread


• After industrial revolution, it takes off.

http://www.historyofclothing.com/making-clothing/history-of-knitting/

http://www.historyofclothing.com/making-clothing/history-of-knitting/


Advertisement for a late 19th-century hosiery firm that depicts its 
factory floor with workers using knitting machines. Published 1886.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knitting_machine

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knitting_machine




Weaving



Basic Loom Weaving

https://www.joann.com/melissa-doug-wooden-multi-craft-weaving-loom-kit/16145146.html

https://www.joann.com/melissa-doug-wooden-multi-craft-weaving-loom-kit/16145146.html


Basic weave patterns

https://www.heddels.com/2017/12/7-weave-patterns-to-know-twill-basketweave-satin-and-more/

Plain Twill Satin Basketweave

https://www.heddels.com/2017/12/7-weave-patterns-to-know-twill-basketweave-satin-and-more/


More complex weave patterns

JacquardDobby

https://www.heddels.com/2017/12/7-weave-patterns-to-know-twill-basketweave-satin-and-more/

https://www.heddels.com/2017/12/7-weave-patterns-to-know-twill-basketweave-satin-and-more/


Here is some gorgeous cloth woven by Sarah Bolante of Carry Om Handwovens with a painted warp on an AVL K-Series loom!
She chose a 32-shaft draft from a book dated 1677: Weber Kunst und Bild Buch by Marx Ziegler.
You can find the original draft on Handweaving.net here:https://handweaving.net/…/n-35-4-weber-kunst-und-bild-buch-…
Thank you to Sarah and to everyone else providing photos of their beautiful work for us to share here to inspire others!

https://www.facebook.com/Handweaving.net

https://handweaving.net

https://handweaving.net/


Many types of looms

Navajo Viking



Many types of looms

https://mayaweavings.com/pages/what-is-backstrap-weaving

Backstrap loom weaving

https://mayaweavings.com/pages/what-is-backstrap-weaving
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3d/SantaMariadelRio145.webm


Loom diagram

https://borealweaver.wordpress.com/tag/loom-diagram/

https://borealweaver.wordpress.com/tag/loom-diagram/


A Mechanical Loom

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loom

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loom


Shuttle looms 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_loom

The main components of the loom are the warp beam, heddles, harnesses, shuttle, reed, and 
takeup roll. In the loom, yarn processing includes shedding, picking, battening and taking-up 
operations.
• Shedding. Shedding is the raising of the warp yarns to form a loop through which the filling 

yarn, carried by the shuttle, can be inserted. The shed is the vertical space between the 
raised and unraised warp yarns. On the modern loom, simple and intricate shedding 
operations are performed automatically by the heddle or heald frame, also known as a 
harness. This is a rectangular frame to which a series of wires, called heddles or healds, 
are attached. The yarns are passed through the eye holes of the heddles, which hang 
vertically from the harnesses. The weave pattern determines which harness controls which 
warp yarns, and the number of harnesses used depends on the complexity of the weave. 
Two common methods of controlling the heddles are dobbies and a Jacquard Head.

• Picking. As the harnesses raise the heddles or healds, which raise the warp yarns, the 
shed is created. The filling yarn is inserted through the shed by a small carrier device 
called a shuttle. The shuttle is normally pointed at each end to allow passage through the 
shed. In a traditional shuttle loom, the filling yarn is wound onto a quill, which in turn is 
mounted in the shuttle. The filling yarn emerges through a hole in the shuttle as it moves 
across the loom. A single crossing of the shuttle from one side of the loom to the other is 
known as a pick. As the shuttle moves back and forth across the shed, it weaves an edge, 
or selvage, on each side of the fabric to prevent the fabric from raveling.

• Battening. As the shuttle moves across the loom laying down the fill yarn, it also passes 
through openings in another frame called a reed (which resembles a comb). With each 
picking operation, the reed presses or battens each filling yarn against the portion of the 
fabric that has already been formed. The point where the fabric is formed is called the fell. 
Conventional shuttle looms can operate at speeds of about 150 to 200 picks per minute

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_loom

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_loom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shuttle_(weaving)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_loom
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fa/From_line_shaft_to_power_looms.ogv


Flying Shuttle
• Invented in 1733 by John Kay (England)


• Lever-operated hammer that hit shuttle through shed

• "The shuttle, with the weft wound onto it, was placed in a wooden box which contained a sliding hammer, 

which in turn was attached to a cord. The weaver pulled the cord and the hammer slammed into the shuttle 
shooting it across the waft at a terrific speed (imagine hitting an ice puck). To make the shuttle move even 
faster. a small modified roller was attached to the shuttle and the shape was made more aerodynamic and 
capped with metal ends."                                                https://www.intriguing-history.com/flying-shuttle


• Allowed single-operator weaving on large machines


• Human and social costs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flying_shuttle

https://sciencing.com/description-of-a-flying-shuttle-12556508.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNqHgY4TQwM

Re: Picking Mechanisms

https://www.intriguing-history.com/flying-shuttle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flying_shuttle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNqHgY4TQwM


Flying Shuttle Demonstration

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khiEAEqdkZY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khiEAEqdkZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khiEAEqdkZY


Shedding Mechanisms
Three types of shedding (opening) motions:


• Tappet shedding: 


• Uses a cam-follower system that drives a small number of treadles, e.g., <15


• Dobby shedding: 


• Control many shafts / heald frames, e.g., 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 30 


• Positive (negative) dobby shedding mechanisms raise/lower (raise) shafts


• Jacquard shedding: 


• Controls every warp yarn individually 


• Can achieve the most complex designs



Shedding Mechanisms



Shedding Mechanisms

https://www.fiber2apparel.com/2018/06/tappet-dobby-jacquard-shedding-difference-textile-weaving.html

https://www.fiber2apparel.com/2018/06/tappet-dobby-jacquard-shedding-difference-textile-weaving.html


Mechanical Dobby Bars

https://avllooms.com/collections/mechanical-dobby/products/mechanical-dobby-bars

https://avllooms.com/collections/mechanical-dobby/products/mechanical-dobby-bars


Dobby Loom

http://blog.guilfordofmaine.com/dobby-vs-jacquard-a-tale-of-two-looms/

 Harnesses ready to go into a dobby loom

http://blog.guilfordofmaine.com/dobby-vs-jacquard-a-tale-of-two-looms/


AVL Industrial Dobby Loom

https://avllooms.com/collections/looms/products/industrial-dobby-loom

https://avllooms.com/collections/looms/products/industrial-dobby-loom


Jacquard Loom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQzpLLhN0fY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQzpLLhN0fY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQzpLLhN0fY


Interesting Connections

James Burke's "Connections" on PBS 
Excerpt:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itd-4lMoXgI

James Burke  
Connections,  
Ep. 4 "Faith in Numbers" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6yL0_sDnX0

Watch this one!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itd-4lMoXgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itd-4lMoXgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6yL0_sDnX0


Interesting Connections
James Burke's "Connections" on PBS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itd-4lMoXgI

Basile Bouchon: Invented way to 
control loom using perforated paper 
tape in 1725.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basile_Bouchon


Jacques de Vaucanson: 
Automated Bouchon's 
paper-tape loom in 1745.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Jacques_de_Vaucanson


Jean-Baptiste Falcon: In 
1728, replaced paper tape 
with cards connected to 
form an endless chain.

https://history-computer.com/Dreamers/Bouchon.html


Joseph Marie Jacquard: 
Automated Falcon's card-
controlled loom in 1804.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Jacques_de_Vaucanson


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itd-4lMoXgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itd-4lMoXgI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basile_Bouchon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_de_Vaucanson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_de_Vaucanson
https://history-computer.com/Dreamers/Bouchon.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_de_Vaucanson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_de_Vaucanson


Jacquard Loom
• Invented by Joseph Marie Jacquard in 1804.


• The Jacquard machine is a device fitted to a 
power loom that simplifies the process of 
manufacturing textiles with such complex 
patterns as brocade, damask and matelassé.



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacquard_loom#/media/File:A_la_m%C3%A9moire_de_J.M._Jacquard.jpg


Jacquard Head Animation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6NgMNvK52A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6NgMNvK52A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6NgMNvK52A


Power Looms 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_loom

• Powered mechanical looms


• Edmund Cartwright: 

• 1784: First design

• 1785: First built

• Refined over next 47 years; many versions.


• Primarily shuttle looms

• 1832: Lancashire Loom. Kenworthy & Bullough. 


• A completely automatic power loom

• "a perfect machine"


• Con: Has to stop to recharge shuttles

• 1895: Northrop Loom. 


• James Henry Northrop

• Invented shuttle-charging mechanism.


• Marketed by Draper and Sons.

• Sold over 700,000 looms!


• Many related inventions


• Conventional shuttle looms operated at 150-200 picks/min

A loom from the 1890s with 
a dobby head. 

A Draper loom showing a Northrop filling-changing battery 
(the cylinder of pirns) in Bamberg, South Carolina

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_loom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lancashire_Loom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pirn


Northrop Loom 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northrop_Loom

Northrop Battery

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northrop_Loom


Gratuitous Power-Loom Flying Shuttle Example 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loom

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/ef/Weben_in_der_Tuchfabrik_M%C3%BCller.ogv

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loom
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/ef/Weben_in_der_Tuchfabrik_M%C3%BCller.ogv
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/ef/Weben_in_der_Tuchfabrik_M%C3%BCller.ogv


Weft yarn insertion mechanisms
• Shuttle


• Rapier 


• Projectile


• Air jet


• Water jet


• Multiphase loom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s0W0iDj7_hc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s0W0iDj7_hc


Rapier Loom 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapier_loom

• 1844, John Smith of Salford

• A rapier loom is a shuttleless weaving loom in 

which the (weft) filling yarn is carried through 
the shed of warp yarns to the other side of the 
loom by finger-like carriers called rapiers.


• Many variations: 

• rigid vs flexible rapiers

• single vs double rapiers


• double has carrier & receiver rapiers

https://www.slideshare.net/amitbiswas420/rapier-loom-75352015?from_action=save

https://www.slideshare.net/amitbiswas420/rapier-loom-75352015?from_action=save


Industrial Loom Overview

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TyhDkd8Iabs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TyhDkd8Iabs


How fast can you weave?

https://www.dcyoutube.org/watch/ncuJyEm766U


Large-scale weaving machines

Example: Rapier weaving machine (Jager BK880) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=23&v=6_BmENBObgo

GCL Circular Loom / Weaving Machine for PP Woven Bags/ Sacks 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VK5CV-kSUAY

https://www.dcyoutube.org/watch/6_BmENBObgo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=23&v=6_BmENBObgo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VK5CV-kSUAY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VK5CV-kSUAY


Digital Jacquard Looms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UK6IqovdKLA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UK6IqovdKLA


Weaving Software
• Mostly design 


• http://www.e-weaving.com/Links.html


• E.g., ARAHWEAVE: Textile design software, for dobby and jacquard 
weaving.


• https://www.arahne.si/products/arahweave


• Some control


• OSLOOM: OPEN SOURCE LOOM, http://www.osloom.org/

http://www.e-weaving.com/Links.html
https://www.arahne.si/products/arahweave
http://www.osloom.org/




3D Weaving



Composites

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xmfF7Gzpco


DIY 3D Weaving

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhRCtXcioiA


Some weaving materials from  

Brooks Hagan  
(RISD: Rhode Island School of Design)
https://www.risd.edu/people/brooks-hagan/

https://www.risd.edu/people/brooks-hagan/
























































Knitting



Four basic stitches

https://www.threadsmagazine.com/2008/11/19/know-your-knits

https://www.threadsmagazine.com/2008/11/19/know-your-knits


Stocking Frame 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stocking_frame

• Mechanical "straight knitting" machine that imitated hand knitting


• Invented in 1589 by William Lee of Calverton near Nottingham


• "framework knitting, was the first major stage in the mechanisation 
of the textile industry, and played an important part in the early history 
of the Industrial Revolution"


• 1789, Samuel Wise, a clockmaker patents rotary motion version for 
powered strocking frame 


• First powered loom design in 1784 by Edmund Cartwright (built in 
1785)


• By 1812, there were estimated to be over 25,000 frames in use, most 
of them in the three counties, and the frame had come back to 
Calverton.


• For reference:


• By 1850 there were 260,000 power looms in England

Stocking frame at Ruddington Framework Knitters' Museum

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stocking_frame


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stocking_frame

Interesting History 

The machine imitated the movements of hand 
knitters. Lee demonstrated the operation of the 
device to Queen Elizabeth I, hoping to obtain 
a patent, but she refused, fearing the effects on 
hand-knitting industries. The original frame had 
eight needles to the inch, which produced only 
coarse fabric. Lee later improved the 
mechanism with 20 needles to the inch. By 
1598 he was able to knit stockings from silk, as 
well as wool, but was again refused a patent 
by James I. Lee moved to France, under the 
patronage of Henri IV, with his workers and his 
machines, but was unable to sustain his 
business. He died in Paris around 1614. Most of 
his workers returned to England with their 
frames, which were sold in London.[3]

The commercial failure of Lee's design might 
have led to a dead-end for the knitting machine, 
but John Ashton, one of Lee's assistants, made 
a crucial improvement by adding the 
mechanism known as a "divider".[3] This is used 
after the jack sinkers have pulled down a large 
loop over all the needles, and the sinker bar has 
separated out the loop, the dividers are rested 
on the loop to give the bearded needles 
guidance as they are pulled forward.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stocking_frame
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen_Elizabeth_I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_I_of_England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henri_IV
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stocking_frame#cite_note-VW-Lee-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stocking_frame#cite_note-VW-Lee-3


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stocking_frame

Interesting History (moar!) 

• Luddism
• Protection of Stocking Frames, etc. Act 1788
• Destruction of Stocking Frames, etc. Act 1812
• Worshipful Company of Framework Knitters 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stocking_frame
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luddism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protection_of_Stocking_Frames,_etc._Act_1788
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Destruction_of_Stocking_Frames,_etc._Act_1812
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Worshipful_Company_of_Framework_Knitters


Knitting machine process:  
Single-bed, 6-stage cycle

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stocking_frame

Stockinette pattern  
(only "knit" operations)



Knitting machine process:  
Carriage cams set to "all needles knitting"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGLsnhnR7UU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGLsnhnR7UU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGLsnhnR7UU


Student-Parallel Simulation of a  
Knitting Machine 



Basic knitted cloth patterns

[Kaldor et al., SIGGRAPH 2008]



The Derby Rib 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jedediah_Strutt#The_Derby_Rib

• "Strutt and his brother-in-law William Woollat developed an 
attachment to the stocking frame that allowed the production of 
ribbed stockings. Their machine became known as the Derby Rib 
machine, and the stockings it produced quickly became popular."


• "Strutt's brother-in-law, William Woolatt, employed one Mr. Roper of 
Locko who had produced an idea for an attachment to the stocking 
frame to knit ribbed stockings. He had made one or two specimens 
which he showed to his friends, though he lacked the interest (and the 
capital) to develop his idea. Woolatt conferred with Strutt, who sold a 
horse and paid Roper £5 for his invention. Strutt and Woolatt turned 
the device into a viable machine and took out a patent in 1759."


• "Their machine became known as the Derby Rib machine, and the 
stockings it produced quickly became popular. Cotton was cheaper 
than silk and more comfortable than wool but demand was far 
exceeding supply."

Jedediah Strutt

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jedediah_Strutt#The_Derby_Rib


Ribber

https://machineknitting.fandom.com/wiki/Brother_KR850

1x1 Ribbing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ribbing_(knitting)

https://machineknitting.fandom.com/wiki/Brother_KR850
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ribbing_(knitting)


Ribber, V-bed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdzHSw0BDyk https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWFU6tHPsCo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdzHSw0BDyk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWFU6tHPsCo


Crepe, Corduroy & Velvet

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fE00O8akyGw


Warp knitting 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warp_knitting

• Warp knitting is a family of knitting methods in 
which the yarn zigzags along the length of the 
fabric; i.e., following adjacent columns, or wales, 
of knitting, rather than a single row, or course. 
For comparison, knitting across the width of the 
fabric is called weft knitting.


• Since warp knitting requires that the number of 
separate strands of yarn, or ends, equals the 
number of stitches in a row, warp knitting is 
almost always done by machine rather than 
by hand.


• Highly parallel knitting machine process


• Widely used for stretchy sportswear

Tricot

https://youtu.be/KSlkY5Z6hhM?t=60

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warp_knitting
https://youtu.be/KSlkY5Z6hhM?t=60
https://youtu.be/KSlkY5Z6hhM?t=60


Warp knitting examples 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warp_knitting

WKS, Warp Knit Seamless by Cifra 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChVnB3M6tS0

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warp_knitting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChVnB3M6tS0




Braiding Machines



Braids

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braid https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braid_group

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braid_group


Braiding Machines 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braiding_machine

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braiding_machine


Braiding Machines 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braiding_machine

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braiding_machine


Braiding Machines 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braiding_machine

https://i.imgur.com/CDe2GQT.gifv

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braiding_machine
https://i.imgur.com/CDe2GQT.gifv


DIY Maypole Braider - How does it work? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlrzuZpJ2N8 

( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrvDPKAg1Vc )

DIY Maypole Braider Bobbin Test 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1QKoLUxjeQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlrzuZpJ2N8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlrzuZpJ2N8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrvDPKAg1Vc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1QKoLUxjeQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1QKoLUxjeQ


Braiding Machine - How they Braid a Rope 

https://youtu.be/MCVlJFS9Wwo?t=108

Meccano Braiding Machine 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8s376KrNvbY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLFApcBlBZY
https://youtu.be/MCVlJFS9Wwo?t=108
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8s376KrNvbY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8s376KrNvbY


Interweave: CNC Braiding Machine (Ilan Moyer) 
http://web.mit.edu/imoyer/www/portfolio/interweave/index.html

https://vimeo.com/20952577

http://web.mit.edu/imoyer/www/portfolio/interweave/index.html
https://vimeo.com/20952577


300 Carriers Braiding Machine

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prUQzHBIYK4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prUQzHBIYK4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prUQzHBIYK4




Some Computing Trends



Hacking Knitting Machines

https://makezine.com/2010/11/05/hack_your_knitting_machine/

https://learn.adafruit.com/electroknit

Becky Stern

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhnTSWMMtdU
https://makezine.com/2010/11/05/hack_your_knitting_machine/
https://learn.adafruit.com/electroknit


KniterateOpenKnit

https://openknit.org

https://www.kniterate.com/

https://openknit.org
https://www.kniterate.com/


3D Digital Representation & Simulation

[Yuksel et al. 2012]



Interactive Pattern Design & Visualization
Patterns designed with our tool:

Jonathan Leaf et al. 





Knitout 
https://textiles-lab.github.io/knitout

https://textiles-lab.github.io/knitout


Compilation 
 

https://s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/disneyresearch/wp-content/uploads/20160705213118/A-Compiler-for-3D-Machine-Knitting-Paper.pdf

https://s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/disneyresearch/wp-content/uploads/20160705213118/A-Compiler-for-3D-Machine-Knitting-Paper.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-kpy44tB4M


Motion Planning

See https://textiles-lab.github.io/projects/on-demand-knitting/

https://textiles-lab.github.io/projects/on-demand-knitting/




Final Thoughts


